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Nanofibrous scaffolds made of synthetic polymers have been widely studied for bone engineering appli-
cations due to good mechanical properties. However, hydrophobic nature of synthetic polymers and the
small pore sizes of the fibrous scaffolds inhibit cellular attachment, infiltration and tissue ingrowth. In
this study, multilayered scaffolds composed of poly(e-caprolactone)(PCL)-10%(w/v) forsterite(Mg2SiO4)
(PCL-F) and gelatin fibrous layers with two volume ratios ((2:1) and (1:2)) were developed via sequential
electrospinning. The physical and chemical properties of the fibrous scaffolds were studied and the
effects of scaffold compositions on the behavior of stem cells from human exfoliated deciduous teeth
(SHED) were also investigated. Results demonstrated the scaffolds with time-dependent properties could
be obtained due to different degradation rates of PCL-F and gelatin layers. Notably, the addition of gelatin
layer dramatically improved the hydrophilicity of PCL-F scaffold, while did not significantly change its
stiffness and strength. Moreover, compared to pure gelatin scaffold, the attachment and proliferation
of SHED cultured on the multilayered fibrous scaffolds were not significantly different. By increasing
the culture time, the pore sizes of the multilayered scaffolds increased which resulted in improved cel-
lular infiltration compared to individual gelatin and PCL-F fibrous scaffolds. Based on the obtained results,
PCL-forsterite:gelatin scaffolds are believed to have a great potential for the three-dimensional organiza-
tion of cells and development of new bone tissue.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With an aging population, development of bone grafts using
biomaterials with regenerative capabilities is required [1]. Tissue
engineering offers promising approaches to repair the bone defects
through utilization of scaffolds and promotion of the osteogenesis
within growth and differentiation factors [2]. Three-dimensional
scaffolds should be biodegradable, osteoconductive, flexible to
adept to the bone defect shape and stiff enough to maintain the
space for bone regeneration [3,4]. Additionally, they have to pro-
vide interconnected microstructures with suitable pore sizes to
promote tissue ingrowth and formation of vascularized bone extra-
cellular matrix (ECM) [5].

Due to the structural similarity to fibrous ECM of tissues such as
bone, electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds have become widely
investigated for engineering of them. According to the hierarchical
structure of bone ECM consisting of mineralized hydroxyapatite
(HA) nanocrystals in collageneous fibrous matrix, various natural
and synthetic polymeric compositions consisting of ceramic fillers
have been investigated [6–9]. Synthetic polymers have been
widely applied for bone tissue engineering due to its good mechan-
ical properties, biocompatibility and appropriate degradation rate.
However, since synthetic polymers possess week hydrophilicity,
compared to natural polymers such as gelatin, a combination of
synthetic and the natural polymers yields materials with desired
cellular affinity [10].

Various techniques have been developed to combine natural
and synthetic polymers consisting of blending, coating of syn-
thetic polymers by natural ones and sequential and mixing
electrospinning techniques. For example, the fibrous scaffolds of
gelatin/PCL blends were developed for nerve stem cells and
bone-marrow stromal cell culture [11]. Results confirmed the im-
proved hydrophilicity and better cellular interaction compared to
pure PCL scaffold. Recently, sequential and mixing electrospinning
systems have been investigated for the development of the scaf-
folds with hybrid properties and complex geometries [12,13].
For example, the sequential electrospinning approach provides
multilayered scaffolds made of multiple fiber kinds with different
properties or production techniques at different layers to control
the mechanical properties and drug release as well as increase
the cellular affinity and infiltration [14,15].
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Recently, novel electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds consisting of
PCL and forsterite (Mg2SiO4) nanopowder were developed [16].
Forsterite nanopowder as a bioactive ceramic significantly
enhanced the mechanical properties and bioactivity of PCL fibrous
scaffold [16]. However, the hydrophilicity of the composite
scaffolds might be promoted through the incorporation of natural
polymers such as gelatin. Furthermore, as the degradation rate of
gelatin and PCL is different, we hypothesized that via development
of multilayered PCL-F:gelatin fibrous scaffolds, the inherent
advantages of both PCL-F and gelatin compositions could be real-
ized in a single scaffold. In this communication, we used a simple
and versatile technique of sequential electrospinning in order to
fabricate PCL-forsterite:gelatin fibrous scaffolds. Furthermore, in
order to study the effects of gelatin content on the structural and
mechanical properties of the scaffolds and cellular behavior,
multilayered scaffolds with various gelatin contents were devel-
oped through electrospinning of various volume ratios of two
components.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Electrospinning and crosslinking of scaffolds

The multilayered scaffolds consisting of subsequent layers of
PCL-forsterite(PCL-F) and gelatin were prepared using electrospin-
ning method according to Fig. 1. In these structures, gelatin layer
was designed as the outer sheet to support the cellular interac-
tions. Primarily, forsterite nanopowder (particle size = 25–45 nm)
was synthesized by sol–gel method according to our previously re-
ported procedures [17]. In order to define an optimum scaffold for
bone tissue engineering, various volume ratios of (PCL-F): gelatin
solutions (2:1 and 1:2) were electrospun. To obtain the present
multilayered scaffolds, PCL-F suspension consisting of 10%(w/v)
forsterite nanopowder was prepared in a 15%(w/v) PCL solution
in chloroform: ethanol mixtures, according to our previous report
[16]. Gelatin (Type-A gelatin from bovine skin) at the weight ratio
of 10%(w/v) was also dissolved in 80%(v/v) acetic acid solution by
Fig. 1. Schematic of sequentia
stirring for 4 h at 40 �C. For the sequential electrospinning process,
PCL-F solution was fed into 1 mL standard syringes equipped with
a 23G blunted stainless steel needle using a syringe under the
aforementioned optimized conditions [16]. Fibers were collected
on a grounded aluminum foil. Subsequently, gelatin polymer solu-
tion was electrospun, similarly, and deposited on the PCL-F fibrous
layer. During the electrospinning process, all parameters were con-
stant and the samples were named according to the volume ratios
of 2(PCL-F):gelatin solutions as (2:1) (or (2(PCL-F):gelatin) and
(1:2) (or (PCL-F):2gelatin), respectively. Furthermore, the individ-
ual PCL-F and gelatin fibrous scaffolds were also developed as
the control samples. The electrospun individual layers, and the
multilayered scaffolds were kept for 24 h at room temperature in
a vacuum desiccator to remove any residual solvent.

As gelatin easily degrades at wet condition, crosslinking should
be performed. For crosslinking process, scaffolds were immersed in
90%(v/v) ethanol solution containing N,N-(3-dimethylaminopro-
pyl)-N

0
-ethyl-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxy-

succinimide (NHS) for 12 h at 4 �C. The EDC concentration and
the molar ratio of EDC:NHS were optimized at 75 mM and 2.5:1,
respectively. Finally, the crosslinked scaffolds were washed with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to remove the residual of cross-
linking agent.
2.2. Characterization of fibrous scaffolds

The morphology of fibrous scaffolds was characterized using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Furthermore, the SEM images
were analyzed using NIH Image J software (U.S. National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda, MD) to determine the average fiber and pore
sizes (n = 50) of the scaffolds. The chemical compositions of the
scaffolds were verified by using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy over a range of 500–4000 cm�1 and resolution of
2 cm�1. Additionally, the hydrophilic property of the scaffolds
(n = 5) was determined using contact angle goniometer through
the video contact angle system. The mechanical properties of scaf-
folds were determined before and after (at dry and hydrated
l electrospinning process.
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states) crosslinking by using uniaxial tensile testing technique
(Instron, Model 5542) with a 10 N load cell and at a cross-head
speed of 1 mm min�1. Rectangular samples (length of 4–5 mm,
width of 6–8 mm and thickness of 0.3–0.5 mm) (n = 5) were pre-
pared and the tensile properties were measured. For the hydrated
state, the scaffolds were soaked in PBS for 2 days at 37 �C prior to
experimental testing. Finally, uniaxial tensile strength (strength),
tensile modulus (stiffness) and strain at break (elongation) of the
scaffolds were determined from the stress–strain curves. In vitro
degradation assay was studied through determination the weight
loss and studying the surface morphology of the scaffolds (n = 3).
The samples were incubated in PBS at 37 �C for 10 days. While
PBS was changed every 3 days, at each specific time point, the scaf-
folds were weighed and lyophilized using a freeze-dryer. The
weight of the dried samples was measured after lyphilization.
The percent degradation for each sample was calculated by divid-
ing the weight loss to the initial dry weight. Furthermore, the sur-
face morphology of the scaffolds was studied by SEM analysis.
2.3. Culture and seeding of SHED cells

Before seeding the cells, the scaffolds were soaked in 70%(v/v)
ethanol for 30 min, washed with sterile PBS and finally sterilized
under overnight UV light. Stem cells from human exfoliated decid-
uous teeth (SHED) were used to study the effects of scaffold char-
acteristics on the cellular attachment, proliferation and infiltration.
The cells were within passage 18 and cultured in DMEM supple-
mented with 10% FBS and 100 units/ml penicillin–streptomycin
(Gibco, USA). When confluency reached approximately 80%, the
cells were seeded on the scaffolds at a density of 10,000 cells/well.
The cells were incubated for 7 days, with every 3 days replacing of
the medium.
2.4. Characterization of cultured SHED cells

The attachment and morphology of the cells seeded on scaffolds
were evaluated by SEM. After fixation with 3%(v/v) glutaraldehyde,
the samples were again rinsed with PBS, and dehydrated in graded
concentrations of ethanol at 10 min each. Finally, they were air
dried, gold-coated and evaluated via observing by SEM. The cell
Fig. 2. Structural properties of multilayered fibrous scaffold; (A) Cross-section SEM mic
micrographs of the individual (B) gelatin and (C) PCL-forsterite fibrous layers. (D) TEM m
PCL matrix. (E) SEM micrograph of surface of multilayered scaffold confirming the prese
attachment on the samples was determined with direct cell count-
ing after 6 h of culture. Three samples for each condition were used
and ten random images for each sample were taken and the num-
ber of cells at each mm2 of samples was calculated using image J
software.

The cell proliferation was studied by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-
2)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) colorimetric assay
(n = 3). At days 1, 4 and 7 of the cell culture, the samples were incu-
bated with MTT solution (0.5 mg ml�1 MTT reagent in PBS) for 4 h.
Following incubation, the solution was aspirated and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) was added to the samples and kept for 25 min
while shaking and finally the absorbance of DMSO was measured
at 570 nm.
2.5. Statistical analysis

GraphPad, Prism Software (V.5) was used to determine statisti-
cal significance using one-way ANOVA analysis followed by Tu-
key’s multiple comparison. A P value of less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of multilayered fibrous scaffolds

The main focus of this study was to fabricate PCL-F:gelatin fi-
brous scaffolds using sequential electrospinning technique. Based
on the different mechanical characteristics, hydrophobicity and
degradation properties, two distinct natural and synthetic poly-
mers, PCL and gelatin, were chosen. The multilayered structure of
uncrosslinked 2(PCL-F):gelatin scaffold was confirmed by SEM
micrograph (Fig. 2(A)–(C) and Fig. 2(E)). 2(PCL-F):gelatin scaffold
consisting of four layers with a total scaffold thickness of
2300 lm. The thickness of each PCL-F and gelatin layers were
about 700 lm and 400 lm, respectively. According to the mor-
phology of individual layers ((PCL-F) and gelatin) (Fig. 2(B) and
(C)), they exhibited randomly oriented non-woven fibers with an
open porosity and interconnected pores. Furthermore, the fiber
sizes of gelatin layers were significantly smaller than that of
PCL-F fibrous layers. The average fiber sizes of PCL-F and gelatin
rograph of the general view of multilayered 2(PCL-F):gelatin fibrous scaffold. SEM
icrograph of PCL-forsterite showing the distribution of forsterite nanopowder in the
nce of two kinds of fibers. (F) FTIR spectra of the scaffolds.
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components were 210 ± 22.2 nm and 425 ± 159 nm, respectively.
Furthermore, the rougher surface of PCL-F fibers may be due to
the presence of forsterite nanopowder as recognized in Fig. 2(C
and D). TEM micrograph (Fig. 2(D)) confirmed the presence of for-
sterite nanopowder distributed in PCL fibers. This bimodal diame-
ter distribution was applied to distinct two compositions at
Fig. 2(E).

The FTIR spectra of the individual layers of PCL-F and gelatin, as
well as the multilayered 2(PCL-F):gelatin fibrous scaffold were
studied (Fig. 2(F)). PCL-F scaffold consisted of the main character-
istic peaks of PCL at 1726 cm�1 (stretching vibrations of the car-
boxyl (CAO)) and 1180 cm�1 (stretching vibrations of the ether
groups (CAOAC)). Furthermore, the characteristic bands of forste-
rite at 830–1000 cm�1 were also observed which belonged to the
various vibration modes of SiAOASi bonds [18]. Pure gelatin scaf-
fold consisted of three characteristic peaks at 1650 cm�1 (C@O
stretching), 1550 cm�1 (NAH bend and CAH stretching) and
1267 cm�1 (NAH stretching) related to amide I, amide II and amide
III, respectively. In addition to the PCL characteristic peaks, the FTIR
spectrum of 2(PCL-F):gelatin scaffold exhibited the characteristic
bands of gelatin(amide I, amide II). However, since this scaffold
consisted of one-third the volume of gelatin with lower crystallin-
ity than PCL, gelatin bands were not as sharp as PCL bands.

Since gelatin is water soluble, crosslinking was required to sta-
bilize its structure. Gelatin, 2(PCL-F):gelatin and (PCL-F):2gelatin
fibrous scaffolds were crosslinked using EDC/NHS componants.
The SEM images of crosslinked scaffolds (Fig. 3(A)) confirmed that
crosslinking process resulted in larger and curled fibers which
fused together at multiple junctions. Furthermore, the average
pore sizes reduced within gelatin content increasing which might
be due to the swelling and water absorption of the fibers during
the crosslinking process.
Fig. 3. Structural properties of crosslinked scaffolds; (A) SEM micrograph of the scaffo
scaffolds. (* Compared to PCL-F scaffold. (* P < 0.05).)
Effects of gelatin content on the chemical characteristic of scaf-
folds were determined using hydrophilicity measurement. Fig. 3(B)
and (C) show the quantified contact angle and the representative
water drop images in contact with various scaffolds. Results con-
firmed that the presence of gelatin significantly improved the
hydrophilicity of the scaffolds (P < 0.05). It increased from
17.6 ± 3.2 degree at (PCL-F):2gelatin to 75.3 ± 10.6 degree at PCL-
F scaffold. This could be attributed to the amine and carboxylic
groups in the gelatin content scaffolds. Furthermore, there was
no significant difference between the hydrophilicity of the scaf-
folds with various gelatin contents which could be due to the pres-
ence of gelatin at the surface layer.

In addition to chemical properties, the mechanical properties of
the scaffolds were also adjusted by sequential electrospinning of
gelatin and PCL-F compositions. The typical stress–strain curves
and detailed mechanical properties of the scaffolds, before and
after crosslinking, are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 and Table 1,
respectively. The mechanical properties of uncrosslinked scaffolds
confirmed significantly higher stiffness and strength of PCL-F com-
pared to gelatin content scaffolds (Fig. 4(A) and (B)). However, the
elongation of the scaffolds was not significantly different
(P P 0.05) (Fig. 4(C)). After crosslinking process, at dry state, the
mechanical characteristics of gelatin content scaffolds dramatically
changed (Fig. 5(A) and Table 1). According to stress–strain curves
of crosslinked gelatin content scaffolds (Fig. 5(A)), pure gelatin
scaffold exhibited the steepest curve at elastic region and the high-
est maximum point while its elongation was the least. According to
Table 1, the stiffness and strength of the scaffolds significantly
improved due to the formation of point-point junctions as well
as inter- and intra-molecular covalent bonds between the gelatin
fibers. Moreover, the formation of higher junctions at pure gelatin
content also resulted in significantly enhanced strength and
lds after crosslinking. (B) Contact angles and (C) images of water droplet on the



Fig. 4. Mechanical properties of PCL-forsterite as well as uncrosslinked gelatin content scaffolds; The comparison of (A) strength, (B) stiffness and (C) elongation of the
scaffolds. (*,+ Compared to PCL-F and 2(PCL-F):gelatin (2:1) scaffolds, respectively. (*,+ P < 0.05).)

Fig. 5. Representative uniaxial tensile stress–strain plots of (A) crosslinked gelatin content scaffolds at dry state, (B) PCL-forsterite and crosslinked gelatin content scaffolds
after 2 days soaking in PBS.

Table 1
Mechanical properties of PCL-F as well as crosslinked gelatin content scaffolds at dry and wet (after 2 days soaking in PBS) states.

Sample UTS (MPa) Stiffness (MPa) Elongation (%)

Dry Wet Dry Wet Dry Wet

PCL-F (uncross linked) 1.4 ± 0.6 0.9 ± 0.1 9.5 ± 5.0 7.6 ± 2.3 59 ± 16 72 ± 6
2(PCL-F)2:gelatin l.9 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 35.2 ± 2.8* 6.2 ± 1.9 31 ± 6 81 ± 9
(PCL-F):2gelatin 2.1 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1* 49.8 ± 10.9* 2.3 ± 0.7* 16 ± 2* 73 ± 20
Gelatin 2.2 ± 1.7 0.5 ± 0.2* 54.4 ± 33.9* 0.4 ± 0.2* 13 ± 7* 86 ± 35

* Compared to (PCL-F) scaffold (* P < 0.05).
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stiffness compared to multilayered scaffolds (Table 1). However,
the presence of these bonds reduced the extensibility of the fibers
compared to uncrosslinked scaffolds.

At wet state, according to the stress–strain curves (Fig. 5(B)), all
scaffolds exhibited a linear region followed by non-linear region
without the necking phenomenon. Overall, in this condition (hy-
drated), the scaffolds exhibit low stiffness and high elongation
compared to the dry state. Additionally, addition of gelatin signif-
icantly (P < 0.05) decreased stiffness. It might be due to the pres-
ence of hydrated and highly entangled polymer chains, which
facilitate chain sliding under mechanical deformation. At this state,
while the stiffness of 2(PCL-F):gelatin fibrous scaffold was almost
12-folds higher than that of pure gelatin, 1.8-folds lower than that
of PCL-F. This report was similarly reported for other natural-syn-
thetic polymeric scaffolds [19]. So, according to above results,
while PCL-F layer significantly improved the mechanical character-
istics of 2(PCL-F):gelatin scaffold, due to gelatin layer, the hydro-
philicity of scaffold did not significantly change.
Representative SEM images of PCL-F, 2(PCL-F):gelatin, (PCL-
F):2gelatin and pure gelatin scaffolds after 10 days of soaking in
PBS illustrated the significant changes in the structural properties
of the scaffolds (Fig. 6(A)). In PCL-F scaffolds, the morphology of fi-
bers altered while pore sizes did not significantly change. In this
scaffold, leaching out of some forsterite nanoparticles accompa-
nied by introducing the cracks in the fibers were observed.
Fig. 6(B) shows the average pore size changes of the scaffolds after
0, 5 and 10 days of soaking in PBS. The significant pore size changes
were observed for multilayered scaffolds but not for pure gelatin.
According to Fig. 6(B), during soaking in PBS, the average pore sizes
of (PCL-F):2gelatin and 2(PCL-F):gelatin fibrous scaffolds
significantly increased from 4.6 ± 1 lm and 6.2 ± 2 lm to about
38.2 ± 6 lm and 25.4 ± 5 lm (after 10 days of soaking), respec-
tively, which significantly higher than that of pure gela-
tin(8.7 ± 3 lm) and PCL-F (17.7 ± 5 lm).

The weight loss of the scaffolds was also monitored over
10 days (Fig. 6(C)). Resulted demonstrated that the degradation



Fig. 6. Structural properties of scaffolds after PBS soaking; (A) SEM micrographs of fibrous scaffolds after 10 days soaking in PBS. (B) Pore size changes of the scaffolds after 0,
5 and 10 days soaking in PBS. (C) Representative degradation curves following soaking in PBS. (*,+ Compared to gelatin and PCL-F scaffolds, respectively. (*,+ P < 0.05)).
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rate of scaffolds enhanced with gelatin content increasing. After
10 days of soaking, while the weight loss of pure gelatin scaffolds
was 38.4 ± 4.5%, it decreased to 18.5 ± 1.8% and 15.6 ± 3.2% at
2(PCL-F):gelatin and PCL-F fibrous scaffolds, respectively.
Enhanced weight loss of gelatin content scaffolds compared to
PCL-F one might be due to significantly higher hydrophilicity of
the scaffolds and the hydrolysis of the carboxyl-amino groups of
the gelatin. One of the major concerns with nanofibrous scaffolds
is the densely arranged architecture of fibers and small pore sizes
which hinder the cellular infiltration. It could be concluded that,
according to Fig. 4(A)–(C), due to higher degradation rate of gelatin
than PCL-F content, it was slowly removed from the various layers
and resulted in scaffolds with lower fiber density and bigger pore
size.

3.2. Cell morphology and proliferation

As fibrous scaffolds physically mimic the ECM structure of na-
tive tissues, they provide a favorable matrix for the cellular adhe-
sion and proliferation. However, as the cellular adhesion could be
affected by the surface hydrophilicity of the scaffold, the hydro-
philic surface was preferred to higher cell adhesion [11]. According
to Fig. 7(A), after a day of cell culture, cell attachment was signifi-
cantly enhanced on gelatin content scaffolds compared to PCL-F
one (P < 0.05). It might be due to the presence of carboxyl-amino
groups of gelatin which improved the hydrophilicity of gelatin con-
tent scaffolds compared to PCL-F one (Fig. 5(A)). The results of MTT
assay demonstrated that the number of metabolically active cells
grown on the gelatin content scaffolds were significantly higher
than that of on PCL-F (Fig. 7(B)). After 7 days of culture, the cell
proliferation was found to be 192%, 156% and 120% within gelatin,
(PCL-F):2gelatin and 2(PCL-F):gelatin scaffolds, respectively,
compared to PCL-F. It was suggested that SHED proliferation was
a function of chemical (i.e. hydrophilicity) and structural (i.e. pore
and fiber sizes) properties of the scaffolds. It is well known that
higher cell attachment, due to greater hydrophilicity of the
scaffolds, resulted in enhanced cellular proliferation. It might be
due to the promotion of the intercellular signaling. Furthermore,
development of pure gelatin and (PCL-F):2gelatin scaffolds with
fine fibrous structures, compared to 2(PCL-F):gelatin, was expected
to provide improved cellular interactions due to the simulation of
ECM structure and the presence of the large surface area-to-vol-
ume ratio which are considered essential for cellular behavior.

To elucidate the effects of scaffold pore sizes via gelatin content
increasing, the morphology of SHED cultured on the scaffolds was
studied after 7 days of culture (Fig. 7(C–F)). According to Fig. 7(C),
the cells attached and spread with flat morphology and multipolar
extensions on PCL-F fibrous scaffold. Furthermore, they remained
as a monolayer sheet on the surface of the scaffold and instead
of extending into the pores, filopodia bridging the fibers. While cell
infiltration was not observed at this scaffold, at multilayered
scaffolds, some cells growth beneath the nanofibers and infiltrated
into the scaffold (Fig. 7(D and E)). Due to adhere to multiple fibers
at different layers, these cells exhibited a 3D morphology. It was
indicated that the pores were large enough to promote the
cellular infiltration into the interior layers. Previous results
confirmed that for cell infiltration in bone tissue engineering, the
pore sizes have to be above the 100 mm [5]. However, as SHED
are able to push against the fibers during their migration paths,
this average pore size may be suitable for cellular infiltration.
Moreover, on the pure gelatin, cells could not spread as well as
PCL content scaffolds which could be due to significantly smaller
pore sizes of the scaffolds. At such these pore sizes, while the scaf-
fold acted as two-dimensional thin-film structure, cells could not
make a bridge between fibers to extend the filopodia at the surface
scaffold.

In spite of the porous structures of electrospun fibrous scaffolds
(porosity �70–80%), a major limitation of traditional electrospun
fibrous scaffolds is the pore sizes which are a few times larger than
fiber sizes ranging from nanometers to ten microns [5]. As the pore
sizes are small compared to most of cell sizes (the target range of
100–300 lm), the packed meshwork of nanofibrous structures
severely limit cell infiltration and tissue ingrowth [20]. So, the
utilization of the common electrospinning technique could not
be helpful for cellular infiltration. To overcome this drawback,
the combination of various kinds of fibrous layers and application
of additional materials, have been proposed [13,14,19,21]. All
previous methods have limitations which resulted in low



Fig. 7. SHED responses to the fibrous scaffolds; (A) Quantified cells cultured for 6 h on the scaffolds. (B)Cellular metabolic activity determined by MTT assay at days 1, 4 and 7
of culture. (*,+ Compared to PCL-F and 2(PCL-F):gelatin (2:1) scaffolds, respectively. (*,+ P < 0.05)). Morphology of the cells cultured for 7 days on (C) PCL-F, (D) 2(PCL-F):gelatin,
(E) (PCL-F):2gelatin and (F)gelatin fibrous scaffolds.
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mechanical properties, uncontrolled degradation rate and week
hydrophilicity of the scaffolds. According to our data, designing
scaffolds with time-dependent properties is a useful method in or-
der to enhance the hydrophilicity of scaffolds while keep the
mechanical properties. In this method, due to different degradation
characteristics of polymers, the pore size of scaffolds increased
which helped to infiltration of cells in the inner layers of the
structures.
4. Conclusions

In this study, we developed multilayered PCL-forsterite:gelatin
fibrous scaffolds with time-dependent properties through the
sequential electrospinning. Resulted showed that 2(PCL-F):gelatin
fibrous scaffold exhibited significantly improved hydrophilicity
compared to PCL-F scaffold which resulted in enhanced prolifera-
tion and attachment of SHED while its mechanical properties did
not significantly change. Furthermore, the multilayered fibrous
scaffolds exhibited significantly enlarged pore sizes compared to
individual PCL-F and gelatin scaffolds after soaking in PBS resulted
in improved cellular migration into inner layers. In summary, our
findings indicated that multilayered PCL-forsterite:gelatin fibrous
scaffolds with the ability to address the issues of weak hydrophilic-
ity and small pore sizes of the electrospun synthetic scaffolds are
potentially suitable constructs for bone tissue engineering.
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